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Experienced certified (SPHR, SHRM-SCP) human resources program manager who 
consistently contributes value to firm's strategic goals and financial targets by 
providing successful administration of a regulated disability program. 

EXPERIENCE

HR Analyst III
ABC Corporation - MAY 2005 – APRIL 2008

 Promoted and selected for advancement due to success in the role of 
a strategic contributor that consistently illustrated sound technical 
skills, analytical ability, good judgment, and a strong operational 
focus.

 Demonstrated exceptional performance to assigned tasks and duties 
due to measurable efficiency improvements; specifically, analyzed 
and updated departments existing reporting protocols to improve 
efficiency and data quality.

 Impacted the cost centers (and firms) bottom line in addition to 
providing a more positive interface with an organizations individual 
business units.

 Demonstrated the ability to provide accurate and prompt information 
regarding budget expenditures, as well as, develop processing for 
accurately forecasting expectations regarding O&amp;M and capital 
projects.

 Integrated existing reports and data management requirements with 
more detail-focused and query-based reporting.

 Utilized and became a proficient end-user of the firms HRIS 
application - PeopleSoft.

 Provided advice to the firms unit leaders regarding DOT/CDL 
regulations and requirements.

HR Analyst 
ABC Corporation - 2004 – 2005

 HR Benefits Analyst & HR Generalist Highly accomplished and self-
directing HR professional with expertise in full life cycle benefits 
administration for comprehensive Health and Welfare plans to 
maximize employee satisfaction provide robust coverage, and meet 
corporate business and financial goals.

 Possess solid knowledge of related state and federal employment law,
including HIPAA and SOX; committed to implementing effective 
procedures to maintain 100% compliance.

 Area of Expertise Superior communications skills with talent for 
presenting complex HR and benefits information executives, 
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manager, and individual contributors to ensure full comprehension 
and adherence to policies and procedures.

 Perform detailed needs assessment leveraging marketing analysis, 
stakeholder, corporate requirements, regulatory guidelines, and other
relevant information to design comprehensive benefits plans.

 Expertise with complex benefits packages, as well as COBRA, Section 
125, Workers Compensation and FMLA, leave of absence.

 CREATE report with COBOL, SAS, and Easytrieve Maintain high 
standards for discretion and confidentiality; proven commitment to 
complete regulatory compliance, integrating changes and new 
regulations as appropriate.

 Excellent technical skills, including Windows, Macintosh, Microsoft 
Office Suite(word, Excel, Access, Outlook), Microsoft Exchange, SAP, 
People Soft, Resume Ware, ADP Profile and Perspective, and HR 
Vantage.

EDUCATION

 MBA - (Southern Wesleyan University)

SKILLS

MS Office, Peoplesoft, Benefits Administration, Workers Compensation, Vendor 
Management, Employee Relations, Policy Development, Strategic Planning.
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